Basketball Player Apprehended

Student Enters Sander Assaulted; Search Continues for Co-Ed Rapist

by Bob Belton
Students Adviser

The freshen Athletes Abolished were not new to the University of Cincinnati, as a result of the proposed abolition of athletically oriented freshman basketball programs. The move was first suggested by university athletic directors and faculty representatives at the annual convention of the NCAA, the national governing body of intercollegiate athletics. The convention, which was held in November, recommended that freshman basketball programs be abolished in order to improve the overall quality of college basketball.

The move was met with mixed reactions from university administrators and faculty members. Some believed that the move would benefit the overall quality of college basketball by allowing teams to focus more on building a strong foundation for future teams. Others, however, argued that the move would be detrimental to the sport and would lead to a decline in interest.

In response to the proposal, the University of Cincinnati announced that it would begin a search for replacements for the freshman basketball teams. The university also stated that it would consider alternative ways to involve freshman athletes in the athletic program, such as intramural sports or other forms of athletic participation.

In the meantime, the university continued to train and prepare the freshman athletes for the upcoming season. The athletes were trained in both academic and athletic skills, with a focus on developing a well-rounded education.

The move was met with mixed reactions from the community. Some supported the move, believing that it would benefit the sport and the athletes. Others were concerned that the move would lead to a decline in interest and participation in college basketball.

In conclusion, the move to abolish freshman basketball programs was a controversial one, with supporters and critics alike. The university's decision was likely to have an impact on the sport in the future, with the possibility of changing the way in which teams are built and the overall landscape of college basketball.
College Cutlines by Pam Liebig

A ghost-writing company, started in Denver and extended to numerous campuses nationwide, expects to sell more than $100,000 worth of term papers, "messy:" pages and doctoral dissertations during this academic year.

The company, Research and Educational Associates, Ltd., founded in Denver last Feb. and already has 500 students as clients. Recruiting an expert staff is no problem, the company's writing supervisor says, because many well-educated persons can't find jobs.

The UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO's president, Dr. Frederick Thorne, made the observation, "It's a sad and lamentable thing. Apparently we've overemphasized the importance of a degree."

The Martin Luther King Scholarship Committee of EMORY UNIVERSITY is raising money for the scholarship fund by selling greeting cards. This year's card incorporates a message of peace from the words of the late Dr. King.

The Graduate Student Senate of BOWLING GREEN UNIVERSITY issued a statement opposing the University Health Center's policy regarding the distribution of contraceptives and contraceptive information. The statement opposes the Health Center's contention that birth control is just a "healing operation." The senate statement reads in part that it considers unwanted pregnancy a course of both physical and mental illness to the4 prospective mother.

WASHINGTON STATE is having a fixed fund to finance the rebuilding of the university's student union. Their goal is $1,000,000.

To commemorate the 100th anniversary of the UNIVERSITY OF OHIO, Ohio's 1972 license plates will be black and gold, the school's colors.

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY seems to be having problems with its dorm policy, which requires freshmen to purchase a specified number of meal tickets offered. Since they get textbooks, each page of which equals 10 cents worth of meals, many sell their plates at reduced prices to upper-classmen, who, in turn don't buy meal plans.

A dance question was held last month in MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY's student union, with a $50 prize for the winning couple. The winner danced for over a half-day.

UC students are not the only ones with campus parking problems. UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII students have voiced the following lament: "Their parking permit is nothing more than a "beating license" for a parking space; irregularities exist in allowing parking, although students provide more parking space, primarily for the dormitory and residence-park parking area to finally, administration officials and office staff!"

The mathematics department of UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS is expanding its current program. Included in the list of new courses are two studies of black art. The first is a history of black poetry, art and music. The second is a survey of black art in the United States from the 17th century to the present. It concentrates on black painting, sculpture and architecture, and their origins in African art.

A new independent study course is being taught monthly by students at the UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. The course's goal is to gain Jewish consciousness and present room of interest to the local Jewish community.
Clermont Branch Offers Career-Oriented Programs

by Ellen Eber Staff Reporter

The increasing enrollment of prospective students to all institutions of higher education has caused the establishment of the Clermont County Career College in September, 1972. Two main reasons of study for Clermont Branch are the career-oriented programs and transfer programs which are offered by the two-year college.

"Career-oriented programs are needed in today's progressively society," states Hinn Eber, vice president for University Business.

Results of the Department of Labor show that 60-70 per cent of American large income holds jobs successfully on the basis of 1-2 years college, Dr. Krueger believes that "Courses in college, 2) an associate degree, and 3) a four-year liberal arts degree. The college itself is comparable to the university branch of the school that does not. The possible advantage to the rule would be the excellent eligibility of the first few years with an overabundance of the schools that does not. The rules are" (Continued from page 1)"

"A possible advantage to the rule would be the excellent eligibility of the first few years with an overabundance of the schools that does not. The rules are the lowest team some other way, maybe playing some other position if he can't make it at his first position. "It doesn't really mean a whole lot. It's all right with the quality of players he recruits," he added.
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itself to the student, and where the dollar is more important than the money-makers are enormous. Students will now participate in Nippert and in the Fieldhouse. He is dealing with students, not with an intangible "team," and not to see the athletic director happy with the DC athletic department followed for so long. It seems to have community member, why hasn't one Reich ran out of morphine. (It was generally given to the patient in a intravenous method. It is the role of a student-athlete is a simple one; that is, while The phenomenon went back to the 18th, the desideratum, and affectations of aristocracy—merit, not class, was the primary factor that most of the Coalition councilmen who couldn't buy royalty out of money coupled to contemptuous of mere money; most of us didn't have it, and everybody knew of it. I also find it increasingly difficult to believe that most of the Coalition councilmen, from the bayou had it coming. Theodore was emphatically "Ted.""

Ourathleticism became deified. It was the true purpose of intercollegiate activity.
Rubella Testing at Health Center

by Steve Nissen
Staff Reporter

The Student Health Service and the College of Medicine will sponsor a Clinical Virology Section of the Rubella Testing at Health Center...
The Go-Between, good prize winner at the Cannes Film Festival, should be a sensitive study of a tragic Edwardian romance. But the director, Joseph Losey, and his set, Barbel Prinzer, made a gigantic simplification by choosing to portray the characters only as seen by a 13-year-old child, thereby altering the players in inestimable veins of specificity.

A wistful sympathy for the long-haired lass and gentlemen whose world would shatter with the coming of the Great War is felt implicitly. Marian, elegantly gowned cardboard figures real person, as opposed to the Bates? But why does Marian object to "spooning" he is brusquely put off. Here runs the plot of the inquiry: Why couldn't the actions here been viewed from two vantage points, what was happening, what the people really felt, and the dematerialized partial aspect which enthralls Leo? The Go-Between is gorgeously staged. The miscalculation in choosing to portray the characters only as seen by a 13-year-old child, thereby swathing the director, Joseph Losey, and the Edwardian romance. But the more effective understanding of the characters is found in the play's two worlds. Set-changing, especially in the very inappropriate and so the vehicles for which we thank Paul Scott very much indeed. The play works with a frame of introspective which is both throughout the set, the village of Brigadoon—This I found a this very effective and maintaining the suspense between the play's two worlds. Set-changing, especially in the very inappropriate and so the vehicles for which we thank Paul Scott very much indeed. The play works with a frame of introspective which is both throughout the set, the village of Brigadoon—This I found a this very effective and maintaining the suspense between the play's two worlds. Set-changing, especially in the very inappropriate and so the vehicles for which we thank Paul Scott very much indeed.

The split-second flash forwards utilized in the film are annoying and produces the effect of being the best actor in the picture. The sleekened flesh forwardly still in the film are annoying and superficial Mona makes the nurse of "Let me tell you a story..." (slow dissolve) meta (slow dissolve)... and that's the way it was, all those years ago, is notCAPTAIN-COMPOSER Alex Bevan was to be the leading performance in the picture. The story of the play revolves around the theme-braced dramatic device of juxtaposing to modern life with those upper-crusty people, he sees. Leo doesn't know anything about those upper-crusty people, he passed upon their passion. The Go-Between is a happy, frankly romantic musical, easy to touch, enjoyable, with an orchestra, which is always extremely expensive wanting to it written, but this problem reached as the play went on, I found the existential one: firstly: the story of the play revolves around the theme-braced dramatic device of juxtaposing to modern life.
High Scoring Hurricane Here Tomorrow

Tall, Talented Tulsans Invade UC

Roy's Boys Gymnasiums

Get one Old Honesty Soda & Milk, Shuck at regular price

Porks Picks by Al Porkolab

final reduction

we have drastically reduced
this clothes even more.
this is our biggest sale
of the year for both
guy's and girl's clothes.

"A BRILLIANT FEAT OF MOVIE-MAKING:"

"it flawlessly expresses the belief that mankind requires rites of violence.
One of the year's 10 best."

"In sports fun, and you too Beta Theta Pi. It seems the "Beta's" best fun was instamental basketball game to the Coliseum-C Club last week on the hardwood and won the game "in 4" after holing projected that the Celis
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If YOU can’t dance or Drink you can still get a surprise visitor this Saturday—now maybe she’ll stop getting those anticipated questions, the dorms, then why does Memorial have protecfyou. Flakey Face. Sunday night at 9:30 as WFIB presents You get everything at the Rose Dance! (I one package of instant maturity, and a best fermented apple pie will win one DORMITORIES ARE FUN!!! Find out why. Sunday night at 9:30—WFIB/800. All entries will be judged by the Piano and Folk music—no Electric Instrumentation. Yahoo! New Band Contest. 'Today at 9:30.